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In the long history of human development, there are many kinds of cultural 
heritage; however, language is the most important in the way of culture. About the 
language system, vocabulary is one significant of cultural heritage. Many idioms are 
existed in both Chinese and Thai languages; these have been commonly used by 
people for long time, and also closely related to culture of ethnic minorities. Its 
characteristics have been shown the simple and brilliant meaning and finalized to 
phrases or short sentences provided with stability, integrity, and archaism meaning 
and consistently used. This study could not only make learners more understanding 
the structure and meaning of the Chinese and Thai idioms, but also help to improve 
their operational capability.  
The purpose of this study is owing that most of Thai idioms are relevant to 
“water” word, but now there is a few of this field’s research whose many places are 
not yet in-depth. Based on the previous research, this study would conduct the 
comparison between these categories. The research methods are integrated using 
theory of lexicology, theory of comparative linguistic, cultural linguistic theory and 
other relevant theories; collecting Chinese-Thai idioms’ data to compare and 
searching for the similarity and difference of water idioms in both languages.  
This paper is divided into five chapters as below: 
Chapter one: Introduction, to introduce the situation and recent research of 
Chinese-Thai idioms; 
Chapter two: Discussion of the characteristic commencement of Chinese-Thai 
water idioms, to talk about the idiom meaning and source, the characteristic voice 
form, structure and usage; 
Chapter three: Contrastive of Metaphorical relationship in Chinese-Thai water 
idioms, to show the relationship between literal and realistic meaning in Chinese-Thai 
idioms, and the relationship between metaphor and figurative meaning in Chinese-
Thai water idioms; 
Chapter four: The geographical environment, daily life supplies and 















connotation in Chinese water idioms, and look into the reason of Chinese-Thai 
idioms’ differences. 
Chapter Five: To emphasize and to analyze the current situation of Chinese water 
idioms for foreigners, including Thai students, in addition, to provide the successive 
instructional strategies of Chinese water idioms for Thai students. 
Chapter Six: Summary, to summarize all of this study. 
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